Aspberg in Northern Sweden – a paradise for nature-lovers and people who are in need of rest.
Welcome to the north of Sweden, to be more exactly, 35 kilometers north of the polar circle in Lapland and
outside the locality of Ängeså.
This accomodation consists a detached holiday home with a good and modern standard.
The main building has a size of about 80 square meters. In the living room you will find an open room
solution with fireplace, Sat TV, also with German and English programmes, dining table for 8 persons, 2
sofas, one of them a sofa bed for two persons. The kitchen includes a cooker with 4 hotplates, 2 ovens,
microwave, fridge/freezer, coffee machine, electric kettle, mixer and toaster as well as enough kitchenware,
cutlery and pots. Bathroom with shower and WC. 2 bedrooms with a bunk bed each and 1 bunk bed and 1
single bed as well as washroom (Tvättstuga) with washing machine and drying wardrobe. In addition you will
have a terrace with garden furniture and grill, a playground for children and a wood-burning sauna in the
building next door.
In summer you can go fishing, fly-fishing in the Ängeså, Linaälv and at the waterfalls of Linafall and Jockfall
and in the surrounding waters, just as you like. Of course, also hiking, cycling or berry-picking and
mushroom-picking is possible. At the river you will find at different spots beautiful places for fishing, with
shelters and barbecue areas. There is also a good opportunity for fishing in a stream which is about 500
meters away! In autumn you can take part in hunting for elk/moose with guide and dog. Apart from that it is
also possible to go hunting for certain birds with guide and dog or even on your own initiative.
As well as the waterfalls mentioned visit the Iron Ore Mine at Kiruna, the Ice Hotel (Winter only) at
Jukkasjärvi, the Moose farm at Vittangi,
Dundret in Gällivare The Sami museum at Jokkmokk, Storforsen at Älvsbyn and the Kukkolaforsen at the
Torne river (about 10 min. from IKEA in Haparanda).
During the Winter month you have the opportunity watch Reindeer – go ice fishing take a Sauna, do some
cross country skiing take northern light photos , go snow-shoe hiking.You could even build an iglu, go on A
Dog and Motor sled and also Reindeer Sled excursions WHICH can also be arranged
Because of the central location Aspberg is excellently suited as starting point for the most different
destinations in the north. Apart from the waterfalls of Linafall, Jockfall and Parakkakurkkio there are other
things worth seeing, like the iron ore mine in Kiruna, the ice hotel in Jukkasjärvi, the elk farm in Vittangi,
Dundret in Gällivare, the Sami museum in Jokkmokk, Storforsen in Älvsbyn and the mountain Aavasaksa in
Finland which you can reach via Övertorneo. At the same time you can visit during this excursion the
Kukkolaforsen at the river Torne.
Price: December 2012 – April 2013, per week € 650, per night € 95
Price: May – August 2013, per week € 550, per night € 80
We do have accounts in Germany and Sweden. Checkpaying is not possible.
Self-catering.
• Sat TV: Astra
• Bed linen and towels can be ordered for 100 SEK/person
NB! Please note that bed linen and towels are usually not included in the rental!
NB! Bear in mind that in general landlords only accept minimum 7 days bookings.
Kontakt:
Eveline Jeschewsky, info@nordische-abenteuer.de, Phone: +46 171-56552

